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Nick Troccoli  CS 107 Fall 2020 

Mid-Quarter	Assessment	Grading	Information 
 

Below you can find information about our grading criteria and process for each assessment problem.  Where 
applicable, deductions were capped at the number of points for that part. 

 

For all of these problems, we did not dock if you did not use assert for heap memory allocations.  We were 
also lenient on syntax errors if we could understand the intent.  Our grading more heavily emphasized CS107 
core concepts that appeared on the problems (pointers, string handling, heap management, levels of 
indirection, etc.) 
 

1. Sticky Search (20) 
We awarded a certain number of points for each blank.  We were emphasizing proper use of string 
functions and handling of strings.  These blanks had different buckets for things like “minor errors” and 
“major errors”.  Here are some examples of the different types: 
 
Blank 1 
Minor error examples: 

- Not checking == 0 for strcmp 
- Two lines instead of one (invalid C statement within if(...)) 

 
Major error examples: 

- Using strstr since it could match anywhere, not just at the start/end 
 
No credit examples: 

- Comparing the pointers (as opposed to using strcmp) 
- Using strspn 

 
Blank 2 
Minor error examples: 

- Not checking == 0 for strncmp 
- Unnecessary dereference 

 
Major error examples: 

- Using strstr(searchIn, searchFor) but not checking == searchIn 
- Wrong third parameter to strncmp (e.g strlen(searchIn)) 

 
No credit examples: 

- Using strspn 
- Only comparing first characters 

 
Blank 3 
Minor error examples: 

- Off-by-1 error, e.g. returning NULL if strlen(searchFor) >= strlen(searchIn), when it should be > 
- Forgetting to return result 
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Major error examples: 
- Using strstr, which would only return the first match (e.g. cs107aaacs107) 
- Incrementing pointer to searchIn + len(searchIn) - len(serachFor) but forgetting to compare to 

searchFor 
 
No credit examples: 

- Using strcspn 
- Using strchr 

 
Blank 4 
Minor error examples: 

- Flipping the parameters of strstr 
 
Major error examples: 

- Using strchr instead of strstr 
- Returning searchIn instead of the result of strstr 

 
No credit examples: 

- searchIn + strcspn(searchIn, searchFor) 
- NULL  
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2. Spring Cleaning (25) 
Part 1 (15): springCleaning 

We were emphasizing proper use of pointers, levels of indirection, and memory management.  We divided 
the points as follows: 5 points for summing the elements, 5 points for freeing one of the elements, and 5 
points for pointing to the new summed element.  There were also additional deductions as needed - for 
instance, the problem specified not to allocate any of your own heap allocated memory.  For each of these 
categories, we used a mix of major/minor/incorrect buckets for scoring.  Here are some examples of what 
would fall under each bucket: 
 
Summing Elements (5) 
Minor error examples: 

- sum wrong elements but have correct level of indirection  
- Have only part of the expression having wrong levels of indirection: e.g. *(arr[i]) = *(arr[i]) + arr[i + 

1] 
 
Major error examples: 

- Levels of indirection are wrong (e.g. arr[i] = arr[i] + arr[i + 1]) 
 
No credit examples: 

- If levels of indirection are wrong and summing wrong elements/ summing into wrong place (e.g. 
arr[i/2] = arr[i] + arr[i + 1]) 

 
Freeing One Element (5) 
Minor error examples: 

- Free wrong element (but free it with the correct level of indirection) (e.g. free(arr[i]) while you should 
have freed arr[i + 1] (or vice versa)) 

- Free correct element but with wrong level of indirection (e.g. free(*(arr[i + 1]))) 
 
Major error examples: 

- Don’t free 
- Free wrong element with wrong level of indirection (e.g. free(*(arr[i])) while you should have freed 

arr[i + 1] (or vice versa)) 
 
Pointing To The Summed Element (5) 
Minor error examples: 

- Point to wrong element (e.g. arr[i] = arr[i + 1] instead of arr[i + 1] = arr[i] (or vice versa)) 
 
Major error examples: 

- Point to correct element but with wrong level of indirection (e.g. *(arr[i + 1]) = *(arr[i])) 
 
No credit examples: 

- Point to wrong element with wrong level of indirection 
- Do not point to the same location (e.g. *(arr[i]) = sum or *(arr[i + 1]) = sum) 

 
Part 2 (10): Memory Errors 
We allocated 5 points for each of the two errors, and for each error asked for an identification of the issue 
and for a fix.  If both of these components were correct, we gave 5 points.  If one of these two components 
was correct, we gave 3/5 points.  And if both of these components were incorrect, we gave 0 points. 
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For the first error about the malloc size, we were looking for you to provide a specific way to fix the issue – 
e.g. providing specific information about what the correct malloc parameter would be.  For the second error 
about the double free, we were looking for you to correct the code without changing the functionality (and 
therefore a fix of changing the loop to do i += 2 wouldn’t work).  However, we decided to give full credit to 
the i += 2 fix because it does fix the issue, and preserving the functionality was not explicitly specified in the 
problem.  We were also lenient if you didn’t explicitly specify which of the two elements should be freed 
each time (e.g. saying “free every other element” got full credit).  However, if you said that even-numbered 
elements should be freed, that was marked as incorrect, as it would cause a memory error.  We did not 
award partial credit for individual components (e.g. partially correct fix).  We also counted an answer as 
incorrect if it included a correct answer but with incorrect information. 
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3. A Roll Of The Dice (25) 
This problem was focusing on heap allocation and resizing.  We broke down these points into specific sub-
categories: initialization, loop structure, use of lengthPtr, resizing, adding the roll to the array, and returning, 
along with other specialized deductions.  Some of these categories had buckets for major/minor.  Here are 
some examples of what would fall into these buckets: 
 
Initialization (5) 
Minor error examples: 

- Not initializing the array to two elements (e.g. int* rolls_arr = malloc(sizeof(int));) 
 
Major error examples: 

- Did not use sizeof(int) (e.g. int* rolls = malloc(2) ; // Allocate for two ints) 
- Did not allocate array on the heap (e.g. int rolls[2]) 

 
Use of lengthPtr (4) 
Minor error examples: 

- Incorrect order-of-operations (e.g. *lengthPtr++ // increments the pointer, not the thing pointed to) 
 
Major error examples: 

- Incorrect reference level (e.g. lengthPtr++) 
- Set length pointer equal to address of local variable: (e.g. int size = 0; int* lengthPtr = &size;) 
- Incorrectly counting and/or incorrectly seeing when to resize 
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4. containsLargerThan (20) 
Part 1 (14): containsLargerThan 

The focus on this problem was knowing how to get the ith element in a generic array, and call / use a 
comparison function on generic elements.  These were how the grading buckets were mostly categorized.  
Any modifications of the inputted array were graded on a manual basis.  For the ith element category, there 
were major and minor error buckets.  Here are examples of each: 
 
Getting a pointer to the i-th element: 
Minor error examples: 

• Not casting base to a non-void* type, which is necessary for pointer arithmetic 
o base + i * elem_size_bytes instead of (char*)base + i * elem_size_bytes 

• Casting base to a non-char* pointer type for pointer arithmetic 
o (int*)base + i * elem_size_bytes instead of (char*)base + i * elem_size_bytes 

 
Major error examples: 

• Dereferencing base directly or indexing into it as an array (which dereferences), which is invalid 
since base is a void* 

o &base[i] instead of (char*)base + i * elem_size_bytes 
• Not using i whatsoever 

o cmp_fn(base, elem) on every iteration of the loop instead of looking at the ith element 
• Adopting a strategy of maintaining a pointer that is incremented elem_size_bytes each iteration, but 

making major mistakes in the implementation 
o For example, perhaps the maintained pointer is loop-local, and it’s incremented by the 

wrong amount each iteration 
 
Part 2 (6): cmpStringsDesc 

The focus on this problem was casting and dereferencing the parameters correctly.  The cast should have 
been const char **, though we didn’t deduct if you didn’t worry about const.  If the cast was incorrect, we 
deducted 3 points.  Then, we graded as though the cast were correct, so if you cast e.g. to (char *) but didn’t 
dereference we awarded full points for the dereference category.  There was no partial credit within these 
categories. 
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5. uchars (20) 
Part 1 (10): filluchars 

For this problem we broke down the points to 5 points for shifting the components of the returned value 
correctly, and 5 points for combining the elements correctly with bitwise OR.  The specified math operators 
were not permitted on this problem; we deducted -3 if you used them just to calculate a shift amount, and -
5 if you used them in a more significant way.  We only deducted for these if you used one of the operators 
explicitly mentioned in the problem; e.g. ++ and - - were not deducted for.  We did not dock for use of 
other strategies such as pointers or loops, but the optimal solution uses only bit operations! 

 

Each of these two categories had different deduction buckets.  Here are some examples of each: 

 

Correct Shifting (5) 

Partial credit examples: 
• Using bitshifts without actually modifying a variable 

o a_int << 24; instead of a_int <<= 24; 
• Shifting by the wrong amount 

o a << 23 instead of a << 24 
o result <<= a; instead of result <<= 8; 

• Storing shifted values in too-small integer types causing overflow (may be factored into the correctly 
combining category sometimes but either way it’s a -3): 

o a <<= 24 
 
No credit examples: 

• Multiple minor errors 
• A solution that is both incorrect and shows no evidence of understanding how to shift values in a 

way relevant to the problem 
 
Correctly Combining (5) 
Partial credit examples: 

• Using boolean OR instead of bitwise OR 
o ((unsigned int)a << 24) || ((unsigned int)b << 16) instead of ((unsigned int)a << 24) | 

((unsigned int)b << 16) 
• Combining into backwards order 

o So that the result “looks like” dcba instead of abcd 
• Putting a value that was shifted by more than 8 back into a uchar. This truncates the shifted portion 

of the value. 
o May be factored into the “Correct shifting” category sometimes but either way it’s a -3 

 
No credit examples: 

• Using bitwise AND to combine values sourced from a, b, c, and d 
o Maybe it’s possible to use & to implement this if you try hard enough, but we did not see 

solutions using & that were correct or close to correct 
• Multiple minor errors 
• A solution that is both incorrect and shows no evidence of understanding how to combine values 

using bitwise OR 
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Part 2 (10): pulluchar 

For this problem we broke down the points to 5 points for isolating the correct byte, and 5 points for shifting 
it to the correct position.  The specified math operators were not permitted on this problem; we deducted -3 
if you used them just to calculate a shift amount, and -5 if you used them in a more significant way.  We 
only deducted for these if you used one of the operators explicitly mentioned in the problem; e.g. ++ and - - 
were not deducted for.  We did not dock for use of other strategies such as pointers or loops, but the optimal 
solution uses only bit operations! 
 
Each of these two categories had different deduction buckets.  Here are some examples of each: 
 
Isolating The Byte (5) 
Minor error examples: 

- Incorrect bit mask E.g., 0x11, 0xf 
 
Major error examples: 

- Using an OR instead of an AND: E.g. value | 0xff 
 
Shifting the byte to the correct position (5): 
Minor error examples: 

- Order of operations: e.g. (value << 8 + 8) vs. (value << 8) + 8 
 
Major error examples: 

- Incorrect shift amount (should be 8) E.g., value >> 6, value >> 4 
- Using sizeof(uchar) as the shift amount (sizeof(uchar) is 1) 
- Not shifting to the correct position  


